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Utilise valuable resources: 
we supply the technology.
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Preface

for climate protection on our range of 

machines. In the case of our add-on 

motors we will now only be using 

motors complying with emission ca-

tegory Tier 4. We have combined the 

introduction of the new motors with 

further detailed improvements, which 

means that the result is a whole range 

of new machines. 

Another change is also a result of 

climate protection. The requirements 

on the emission behaviour of biomass 

heating furnaces have considerably 

increased with the 2nd stage of the 

Federal Emission Control Act. This 

has immediate effects on the require-

ments on woodchipping quality and, 

for us, has resulted in the introduc-

tion of a variable hydraulic blower as 

a standard fitting for the large machi-

nes in the 500 and 800 Series. 

We have been continually improving 

ourselves in what will soon be our 

95th company year, and this also 

applies to the production area in our 

main works at Petershagen–Wegholm. 

We have recently started to operate 

a new surface treatment centre with 

paintwork and sandblasting equip-

ment. We have also taken ecological 

principles into account in terms of 

thermal insulation for this structure 

and we remain CO₂-neutral in terms 

Dear reader,

next year, our company will be 95 ye-

ars old. Over the last few years we 

have got used to compiling our range 

of machinery into one handy cata-

logue every two years. Good traditions 

deserve to be kept, so you are now 

holding our new product guide  in your 

hands in time for Agritechnica 2015. 

What has changed at JENZ over the 

last few years? A lot – that’s the short 

way of putting it. Let’s start with what 

has stayed the same. Our vision is still 

“Biomasses − energy for the future” 

and, in this unquiet world, it is more 

up-to-date than ever. Another thing 

which has stayed the same is that 

the powerful machines required for 

processing biomasses can be found on 

the next few pages. In this context we 

are continuing to offer our products 

“customised”, in other words tailor-

made to meet our customers’ special 

requirements. We consider this to 

be one of our specific strengths, our 

production facilities allow us to do it. 

For reasons of the wide range of pos-

sible special fittings we hope you will 

understand that the technical data 

stated in our product guide is only an 

approximation. 

The fact that our slogan is more 

relevant than ever can be shown in 

the effects of the legislative activities 

of energy supply balance. We produce 

the heat from our woodchipping hea-

ting plant, power is generated with 

our own photovoltaic equipment and 

we cover the additional requirements 

for surface treatment with green 

power from the grid.   

As you can see, sustainable thinking 

continues to shape our actions. This 

applies especially to the relationship 

with our customers and it remains a 

benchmark for our after-sales service. 

In the German-speaking countries we 

have a total of five service centres, 

which means that we can reach any 

JENZ machine in this area with a 

service fitter within three hours. Our 

exports are supported by our world-

wide network of qualified dealers for 

sales and service.  

All in all, we consider ourselves to be 

well set-up for the coming years and 

capable of ensuring that our custo-

mers’ decision to buy a JENZ machine 

will be the correct and successful 

decision.  

Your

Dipl. Oec. Uwe Hempen-Hermeier 
Managing director
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be taken as an approximation.
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Sustainability

We take responsibility.  
And we do it sustainably. 

As a family company in the third 

generation, JENZ commits explicitly 

to the basic requirement for sustain-

ability, and has had this guideline 

firmly anchored in its company poli-

cies and the process of certification 

to DIN ISO 14001 for many years:

We want to offer our customers the 

best technology available and, at the 

same time, promote a sustainable 

approach to our environment. To do 

this, we identify and assess the direct 

and indirect effects on the environment 

caused by our products in addition to 

the resources used during our operatio-

nal production process. 

The machines produced in our works 

in Petershagen are manufactured CO₂-

neutral on balance. The heat energy 

required is produced by our biomass 

heating, the wood comes from local 

forests. The power supply is secured by 

photovoltaic equipment on our roofs. 

The entire production and administra-

tion buildings are powered by clean, 

regenerative power. 

Shareholder family Hermeier
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Chipper truck

	chipper drive via HGV engine 

	80 km/h top speed

	compact dimensions & tight turning circle

	comfortable workplace without leaving HGV cab 

	ideal for working in restricted spaces

	large deployment radius
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HEM 821 DQ 
Cobra/Cobra+ hybrid

brief facts

Compact HGV chipper  
with transverse draw-in 

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		alternative to tractor with 

power takeoff shaft chipper

		ideal machine for small 

to medium jobs

Special features:

	smallest and lightest

 JENZ chippertruck

	low purchase and operating costs

		large screen area for best 

chipping quality

		chipper drive via MNV for simple, 

rapid machine movement alongside 

the material stack

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools  

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

120

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 265/360

HEM 540 R-Truck



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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HEM 821 DQ-Truck 
hybrid

brief facts
Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		alternative to tractor with 

power takeoff shaft chipper

		ideal machine for small 

to medium jobs

Special features:

		low purchase and operating costs

		large screen area for best chipping 

quality

		chipper drive via MNV for simple, 

rapid machine movement alongside 

the material stack

HGV chipper in medium segment  
with transverse draw-in

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

140

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 265/360

HEM 561 R-Truck
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

200

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel motor MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 353/480

Special features:

		extra-large screen area for best 

chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal 

accessibility of rotor and screen 

basket changing without tools

		optimised draw-in table 

for continuous material draw-in

		material outfeed using 

centric hydraulic blower

		rotating (Cobra) driver’s cab for 

best overview

		HGV can also be relocated with 

rotated cab and full carrier vehicle 

tractive force

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		alternative to tractor with 

power takeoff shaft chipper

		ideal machine for medium 

to large jobs

HGV chipper in upper medium segment 
with transverse draw-in and rotating cabHEM 583 R Cobra



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts
Special features:

		extra-large screen area for 

best chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal 

accessibility of rotor and screen 

basket changing without tools

		optimised draw-in table for 

continuous material draw-in

		material outfeed using centric 

hydraulic blower

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		alternative to tractor with 

power takeoff shaft chipper

		ideal machine for medium 

to large jobs

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

200

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel motor MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 353/480

HGV chipper in upper medium segment 
with transverse draw-in HEM 583 R-Truck
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1400

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel motor MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 353/480

Special features:

		extremely large screen area for best 

chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility of rotor 

and screen basket changing without tools

		optimised draw-in table for continuous 

material draw-in

		material outfeed using centric 

hydraulic blower

		chipper series with widest draw-in 

table (1.40 m) makes processing of 

bulky material and thick trunks easier

		rotating (Cobra) driver’s cab for 

best overview

		HGV can also be relocated with rotated 

cab and full carrier vehicle tractive force 

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		alternative to tractor with 

power takeoff shaft chipper

		ideal machine for medium 

to large jobs

Professional HGV chipper 
with extra-wide transverse draw-in and rotating cabHEM 593 R Cobra



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts
Special features:

		extremely large screen area 

for best chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal acces-

sibility of rotor and screen basket 

changing without tools

		optimised draw-in table for 

continuous material draw-in

		material outfeed using centric 

hydraulic blower

		chipper series with widest draw-in 

table (1.40 m) makes processing 

of bulky material and thick trunks 

easier

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		alternative to tractor with 

power takeoff shaft chipper

		ideal machine for medium 

to large jobs

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1400

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel motor MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 353/480

Professional HGV chipper 
with extra-wide transverse draw-in HEM 593 R-Truck



		hybrid drive technology for highest efficiency: chipper drive using 

powerful add-on motor and blower drive-by HGV engine or power takeoff shaft

		best chipping quality due to consistent blower speed 

(independent of chipper engine speed fluctuations)

		extremely high throughput rate

		enormous screen basket cover swivel capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing without tools 
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Mobile chipper  
with hybrid technology



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

HGV chipper in upper medium segment 
with longitudinal/transverse draw-in and hybrid technology

Perform. potential DL DQ
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

230

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-Benz,  

OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV 

MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 390/530 
323/440

390/530 
353/480

Special features:

		chipper drive via high-powered 

add-on motor and blower drive 

via HGV motor

		extra-large screen area for 

best chipping quality

		compact 4-axle HGV with 

self-steering axle for extreme 

manoeuvrability and high 

off-road capability

		DL version has rotating 

add-on chipper

		foldable longitudinal draw-in 

and centre of gravity shift reduces 

protrusion out of HGV profile 

in the DL version

Einsatzbereich:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping in 

extreme continuous operation

		large deployment radius

		flexible working on both sides 

in the DL version

HEM 583 DL-/DQ- 
Truck hybrid
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brief facts
Special features:

	 hybrid technology for highest efficiency: 

chipper drive via high-powered add-on 

motor and blower drive via tractor power 

takeoff shaft

	 high throughput rate

	 extra-large screen area for best 

chipping quality

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

230

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 390/530

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping in 

extreme continuous operation

		large deployment radius

Mobile chipper in the upper medium segment 
with transverse draw-in and hybrid technology

HEM 583 DQ 
hybrid



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

HGV coarse chipper 
with transverse draw-in and hybrid technology

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-Benz,  

OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV 

MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625 
353/480

Special features:

		chipper drive via high-powered 

add-on motor and blower drive 

via HGV motor

		extremely large screen area 

for best chipping quality

		particularly large draw-in makes 

processing of bulky material and 

thick trunks easier

		compact 4-axle HGV with self- 

steering axle for extreme manoeuv-

rability and high off-road capability

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 800 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

in extreme continuous operation

		large deployment radius

HEM 821 DQ- 
Truck hybrid 
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brief facts

HGV coarse chipper with rotating cab, 
transverse draw-in and hybrid technology

Special features:

		chipper drive via high-powered add-on 

motor and blower drive via HGV motor

		extremely large screen area for best 

chipping quality

		particularly large draw-in makes 

processing of bulky material and thick 

trunks easier

		compact 4-axle HGV with self-steering 

axle for extreme manoeuvrability and 

high off-road capability

		rotating (Cobra) and rotating plus 

height-adjustable (Cobra+) driver’s 

cab for best overview

		relocation of HGV also possible with 

driver’s cab pivoted and elevated and with 

full towing power of the carrier vehicle 

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 800 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

in extreme continuous operation

		large deployment radius

HEM 821 DQ 
Cobra+ hybrid 

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-Benz,  

OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV, 

MAN, Euro 6

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625 
353/480



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts
Special features:

		chipper drive via high-powered 

add-on motor and blower drive 

via tractor power takeoff shaft

		extremely large screen area for 

best chipping quality

		particularly large draw-in makes 

processing of bulky material and 

thick trunks easier

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 800 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

in extreme continuous operation

		large deployment radius

Coarse chipper with transverse draw-in 
and hybrid technology

HEM 821 DQ
hybrid

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes- 

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625



		compact mobile chipper with high-powered add-on motor

		independently operating chipper unit for fitting to different 

HGV frames or hook lift

		setup either rotating with longitudinal draw-in (DL) or with transverse draw-in (DQ)

		chipper and blower drive using high-powered add-on motor 
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Mobile chipper on 
HGV frame/hook lift



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

120

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor CAT C7.1, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 205/280 

Special features:

	 smallest JENZ mobile chipper 

with add-on motor

	 problem-free setup on 

hook lift HGV

	 lowest-possible deadweight 

and compact dimensions

	 large screen area for best 

chipping quality

	 enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal 

accessibility of rotor and screen 

basket changing without tools

	 machine rotating for flexible 

work on both sides

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

	 high-powered chipper with 

large deployment radius

Compact mobile chipper 
with longitudinal draw-in HEM 540 DL
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

150

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 360/490

Special features:

	 problem-free setup on hook lift HGV 

	 lowest-possible deadweight and 

compact dimensions

	 largest chipper with add-on motor 

on 3-axle HGV

	 large screen area for best chipping 

quality

	 machine rotating for flexible work 

on both sides

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

	 high-powered chipper with 

large deployment radius

HGV chipper in upper segment 
with longitudinal/transverse draw-inHEM 561 DL/DQ



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

200

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 390/530 

Special features:

	 problem-free setup 

on hook lift HGV  

	 extra-large screen area for 

best chipping quality

	 enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal 

accessibility of rotor and screen 

basket changing without tools

	very high throughput rate

	 machine rotating for flexible work 

on both sides in the DL version

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

	 high-powered chipper with 

large deployment radius

	chipping in continuous operation

HGV chipper in upper medium segment 
with longitudinal/transverse draw-in HEM 583 DL/DQ
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 50

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 70

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 700

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625

Special features:

	 extra-large screen area 

for best chipping quality

	very high throughput rate

	 generously-dimensioned longitudinal 

draw-in makes processing bulky 

material easier

	 material outfeed optional 

via conveyor belt

	 machine rotating for flexible work 

on both sides

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 700 mm diameter

	 high-powered chipper with 

large deployment radius

	chipping in continuous operation

High-powered HGV chip 
with longitudinal draw-inHEM 700 DL



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625

Special features:

	 extremely large screen area 

for best chipping quality

	 enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal 

accessibility of rotor and screen 

basket changing without tools

	 generously-dimensioned longi-

tudinal draw-in makes processing 

bulky material easier

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 800 mm diameter

	 high-powered chipper with 

large deployment radius

	chipping in continuous operation

HGV coarse chipper 
with transverse draw-in HEM 821 DQ



		chipper drive-by towing vehicle power takeoff shaft 

		high off-road capability due to high chassis and range of possible tyres

		utilisation of existing towing vehicle

		extremely high throughput (depending on drive power) 
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Power takeoff shaft-driven 
mobile chipper



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

100

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790

Draw-in height (mm) 610

Main drive
Power consumption (kW) 220 –295

Special features:

	 smallest power takeoff drive 

mobile chipper from JENZ

	 low purchase and operating costs

	 only chipper with three-point 

suspension

	low deadweight

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to 560 mm

	 drive via power takeoff shaft with 

tractors between 200 and 295 kW

		ideal for working in 

restricted spaces

	 ideal machine for small 

to medium jobs

HEM 540 ZA
Compact mobile chipper with three-point suspension 

and power takeoff drive
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

120

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Power consumption (kW) 100–265

Special features:

	 smallest power takeoff drive 

mobile chipper from JENZ

	 low purchase and operating costs

	 only HGV chipper with 1-axle chassis

	low deadweight

	 large screen area for best 

chipping quality

	 enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to 560 mm

	 drive via power takeoff shaft with 

tractors between 100 and 265 kW

	 ideal for working in restricted 

spaces

	 ideal machine for small 

to medium jobs

Compact mobile chipper 
with power takeoff driveHEM 540 Z



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

120

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Power consumption (kW) 100–235

Special features:

	 manageable purchase 

and operating costs

	 power takeoff shaft chipper 

in medium segment

	 low deadweight

	 large screen area for best 

chipping quality

Field of application:

	 shrubs and standing timber 

up to 560 mm

	 drive via power takeoff shaft with 

tractors between 100 and 235 kW

	 ideal machine for small 

to medium jobs  

Mobile chipper in medium segment 
with power takeoff drive HEM 561 Z
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

200

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Power consumption (kW) 132–350

Special features:

		low wear costs due to hydraulic blower

		power takeoff shaft chipper 

in medium segment

		extra-large screen area for 

best chipping quality

		optimised draw-in table for continuous 

material draw-in

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools

		material outfeed via hydraulic blower 

or conveyor belt

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to 560 mm

	 drive via power takeoff shaft with 

tractors between 132 and 350 kW

		 ideal machine for medium 

to large jobs

HEM 583 Z
Mobile chipper in upper-medium 
segment with power takeoff drive



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1400

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Power consumption (kW) 132–350

Special features:

		low wear costs due to 

hydraulic blower

		power takeoff shaft chipper 

in medium segment

		extremely large screen area for 

best chipping quality

		chipper series with widest draw-in 

table (1.40 m) makes processing 

of bulky material and thick trunks 

easier

		enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal 

accessibility of rotor and screen 

basket changing without tools

		material outfeed via hydraulic 

blower or conveyor belt

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to 560 mm

	 drive via power takeoff shaft with 

tractors between 132 and 350 kW

	 ideal machine for medium 

to large jobs

Professional mobile chipper
with power takeoff drive HEM 593 Z
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

260

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Power consumption (kW) 150 –400

Special features:

		low wear costs due to 

hydraulic blower

		extremely large screen area 

for best chipping quality

		optimised draw-in table 

for continuous material draw-in

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools

		material outfeed via hydraulic 

blower or conveyor belt

		largest power takeoff drive 

mobile chipper from JENZ

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 800 mm diameter

		drive via power takeoff shaft with 

tractors between 150 and 400 kW

		ideal machine for medium 

to large jobs

Coarse chipper 
with power takeoff driveHEM 820 Z

All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.



		compact mobile chipper with high-powered add-on motor

		mounted on centre-axle trailer

		high-powered chipping independent of towing vehicle

		setup either rotating with longitudinal draw-in (DL) or with transverse draw-in (DQ)
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Mobile chipper 
on centre-axle trailer
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

120

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor CAT C7.1, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 205/280

Special features:

		smallest JENZ mobile chipper 

with add-on motor

		lowest-possible deadweight 

and compact dimensions

		large screen area for best 

chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools

		machine rotating for flexible 

work on both sides

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		ideal for working in 

restricted spaces

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle

Compact mobile chipper 
with longitudinal draw-inHEM 540 DL



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

150

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 360/490

Special features:

		lowest-possible deadweight 

and compact dimensions

		large screen area for best 

chipping quality

		machine rotating for flexible work 

on both sides in the DL version

Mobile chipper in medium segment 
with transverse/longitudinal draw-in HEM 561 DL/DQ

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		ideal for working in 

restricted spaces

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 45

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

200

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 680

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 390/530

Special features:

		extra-large screen area 

for best chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools

	very high throughput rate

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle

Mobile chipper in upper medium segment 
with transverse draw-inHEM 583 DQ



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 50

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 70

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 700

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625

HEM 700 DL

Special features:

		extra-large screen area 

for best chipping quality

	very high throughput rate

		generously-dimensioned longi-

tudinal draw-in makes processing 

longer material easier

		material outfeed optional 

via conveyor belt

		machine rotating for flexible 

work on both sides

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 700 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle

Powerful mobile chipper 
with longitudinal draw-in
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625

Special features:

		extremely large screen area 

for best chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools

	very high throughput rate

		generously-dimensioned longitudi-

nal draw-in makes processing longer 

material easier

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 800 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle

Coarse chipper
with transverse draw-in HEM 821 DQ

All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.



		mobile chipper on semitrailer for changing job site

		drive via high-powered add-on motor

		transport with all semitrailer tractors

		powerful chipping in continuous operation

		generously-dimensioned longitudinal draw-in for continuous feed 
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Mobile chipper  
on semitrailer
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 50

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 70

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 700

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625

Special features:

		very high throughput rate

	pivoted chipper

		trailer chassis suitable 

for crane setup

		material outfeed optional 

via conveyor belt

		approved for 80 km/h top speed

		extra-large screen area for 

best chipping quality

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 700 mm diameter

		machine rotating for flexible 

work on both sides

	large deployment radius

High-powered mobile chipper 
with longitudinal draw-in on semitrailerHEM 700 DL



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 80

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 820

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625

Special features:

	extremely high throughput rate

	pivoted chipper

		only chipper in its class with 

combined material outfeed via 

blower and conveyor belt

		approved for 80 km/h top speed

		extremely large screen area for 

best chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover 

swivel capability for optimal 

accessibility of rotor and screen 

basket changing without tools

		steered rear axle for maximum 

manoeuvrability

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 800 mm diameter

		machine rotating for flexible 

work on both sides

		large deployment radius

		ideal machine for large quantities 

of standing timber

Coarse chipper with longitudinal 
draw-in on semitrailer HEM 820 DL
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 70

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 100

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

360

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 1000

Main drive
Standard diesel motor CAT C18 

Tier 2

Drive power (in kW/HP) 571/776

Special features:

	extremely high throughput rate

		material outfeed optional 

via conveyor belt

		approved for 80 km/h top speed

		extremely large screen area 

for best chipping quality

		largest and highest-powered 

mobile chipper from JENZ

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 1000 mm diameter

		large deployment radius

		industrial chipper deployment 

in continuous operation

		ideal machine for large quantities 

of standing timber

Coarse chipper with longitudinal 
draw-in on semitrailerHEM 1000 DXL

All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.



		mobile chipper on caterpillar tracks for extreme terrain and difficult conditions

		drive via high-powered add-on motor

		longitudinal draw-in for continuous feeding

		rotating chipper for flexible work on both sides
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Mobile chippers 
on caterpillar tracks
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 30

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 42

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

100

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor CAT C7.1, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 205/280

Special features:

		smallest JENZ mobile chipper 

with add-on motor

		cable remote control

	low deadweight

	problem-free transport on low loaders

		large screen area for best 

chipping quality

		enormous screen basket cover swivel 

capability for optimal accessibility 

of rotor and screen basket changing 

without tools

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle

HEM 540 DL
Compact mobile chipper 
with longitudinal draw-in on caterpillar tracks



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 42

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

150

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 650

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 360/490

Special features:

		cable remote control

	low deadweight

		problem-free transport 

on low loaders

		generously-dimensioned longitudi-

nal draw-in makes processing bulky 

material easier

		large screen area for best 

chipping quality

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 560 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle

Mobile chipper in medium segment 
with longitudinal draw-in on caterpillar tracks HEM 561 DL
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Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood   
up to (in cm) 50

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 70

Throughput up to approx. 
(in lcm)

220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 700

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Drive power (in kW/HP) 460/625

Special features:

		radio remote control

		generously-dimensioned longitudi-

nal draw-in makes processing bulky 

material easier

	very high throughput rate

		material outfeed optional 

via conveyor belt

		extra-large screen area for best 

chipping quality

Field of application:

		shrubs and standing timber 

up to approx. 700 mm diameter

		high-powered chipping 

independent of towing vehicle

High-powered chipper 
with longitudinal draw-in on caterpillar tracksHEM 700 DL

All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.



		mobile biomass processor for changing deployment areas

		mounted on centre-axle trailer

		Easy system for simple tool change using only one person 

		JES automation for economic operation
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Biomass processor  
on centre-axle trailer
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brief facts

Performance potential
Throughput up to approx. (in lcm)

Garden waste 170

Bark 220

Scrap wood 110

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1500

Intake height (mm) 820

Free loading length (mm) 4000

Bunker volume (m³) 6

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Power (in kW/HP) 390/530

Special features:

		Varioflex control system for 

optimum rotor speed

		variable deployment areas 

through Twin-Gear drive

	IPS impact protection system

		different centre-axle trailer 

variations possible 

(3-axle centre-axle trailer, 

2-axle centre-axle trailer, 

axle spacing 1.31 or 1.81)

Field of application:

		ideal machine for varying 

applications

		composting 

(garden cuttings, organic waste)

		substrate fine crushing 

in biogas facilities

		standing timber, roots, 

scrap wood

Mobile biomass processor 
for all deployment areasBA 725 D



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts
Field of application:

	composting 

 (garden cuttings, organic waste)

		substrate fine crushing 

in biogas facilities

Mobile biomass processor 
 for composting and biogas facilities BA 915 D

Performance potential
Throughput up to approx. (in lcm)

Garden waste 170

Bark 210

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1500

Intake height (mm) 900

Free loading length (mm) 4500

Bunker volume (m³) 7,5

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Power (in kW/HP) 390/530



		mobile biomass processor on semitrailer for changing deployment sites

		transport with many semitrailer tractors

		IPS impact protection system

		Varioflex control system for optimum rotor speed

		Easy system for simple tool change using only one person 
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Biomass processor 
on semi-trailer



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts

Mobile biomass processor 
for all deployment areas

Special features:

		wide-ranging equipment options 

due to higher permissible overall 

weight

		variable application areas 

thanks to Twin-Gear drive for 

optimum rotor speed

		extra-long belt hopper in the 

DXL version for continuous 

material flow

Field of application:

		ideal machine for 

varying applications

		composting 

(garden cuttings, organic waste)

		substrate fine crushing 

in biogas facilities

		standing timber, roots, 

scrap wood

BA 725 D/DXL

Performance potential     D DXL
Throughput up to approx. (in lcm)

Garden waste 170

Bark 220

Scrap wood 110

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1500

Intake height (mm) 820

Free loading length (mm) 4000 5000

Bunker volume (m³) 6 8

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Power (in kW/HP) 390/530
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brief facts
Field of application:

		machine for universal deployment

		composting 

(garden cuttings, organic waste)

		substrate fine crushing 

in biogas facilities

		standing timber, roots, 

scrap wood

		extremely high throughput rate

Special features:

	 especially long belt hopper 

for continuous materials flow

	extremely high-powered machine

Mobile biomass processor 
with especially high powerBA 965 DXL

Performance potential
Throughput up to approx. (in lcm)

Garden waste 270

Bark 350

Scrap wood 170

Domestic waste 280

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1620

Intake height (mm) 960

Free loading length (mm) 6000

Bunker volume (m³) 10

Main drive
Standard diesel motor CAT C18 

Tier 2

Power (in kW/HP) 571/776

All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.



		biomass processor on caterpillar tracks for extreme terrain 

and difficult conditions

		IPS impact protection system

		Varioflex control system for optimum rotor speed

		Easy system for simple tool change using only one person
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Biomass processor  
on caterpillar tracks
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brief facts
Special features:

		variable deployment areas 

through Twin-Gear drive

Field of application:

		ideal machine for 

varying applications

		composting 

(garden cuttings, organic waste)

		substrate fine crushing 

in biogas facilities

		standing timber, roots, 

scrap wood

Mobile biomass processor 
for all deployment areas with caterpillar tracksBA 725 D

Performance potential
Throughput up to approx. (in lcm)

Garden waste 170

Bark 220

Scrap wood 110

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1500

Intake height (mm) 820

Free loading length (mm) 4000

Bunker volume (m³) 6

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes-

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 

Emiss. cat. IV

Power (in kW/HP) 390/530



All data is based on the basic machine version and should be taken as an approximation.
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brief facts
Special features:

		especially long belt hopper 

for continuous materials flow

	extremely high-powered machine

Field of application:

	extremely high throughput rate 

		composting 

(garden cuttings, organic waste)

		substrate fine crushing 

in biogas facilities

		standing timber, roots, 

scrap wood

		machine for universal deployment

Biomass processor 
with extremely high power on caterpillar tracks BA 965 DXL

Performance potential
Throughput up to approx. (in lcm)

Garden waste 270

Bark 350

Scrap wood 170

Domestic waste 280

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1620

Intake height (mm) 960

Free loading length (mm) 6000

Bunker volume (m³) 10

Main drive
Standard diesel motor CAT C18 

Tier 2

Power (in kW/HP) 571/776
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Data comparison 
chipper

HEM 540 
R-Truck

HEM 561
R-Truck

HEM 583 
R-Truck/ 
R Cobra

HEM 593 
R-Truck/ 
R Cobra

HEM 583 
DL-Truck 

hybrid

HEM 583 
DQ-Truck 

hybrid

HEM 583 
DQ hybrid

HEM 821 DQ 
(-Truck/Cobra+)

hybrid

HEM 540 
DL

HEM 561 
DL

HEM 561 
DQ

HEM 583 
DL

HEM 583 
DQ

HEM 700
DL

HEM 821
DQ

Chipper truck Mobile chipper with 
hybrid technology

Mobile chipper with 
hybrid technology

Mobile chipper on 
HGV frame/hook lift

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood 
up to (in cm)  42 45 45 45 42 45 45 60 42 42 42 42 45 50 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 80 56 56 56 56 56 70 80

Throughput up to approx. (in lcm) 120 140 200 220 230 230 230 300 120 150 150 200 200 220 300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790 1000 1200 1400 1200 1200 1200 1200 790 1000 1000 1200 1200 1000 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 650 650 680 680 680 680 680 820 650 650 650 680 680 700 820

Fragmentation unit
Drum diameter (mm) 820 820 820 820 820 820 820 1040 820 820 820 820 820 1040 1040

Number of blades,  
half-fitting (full) 8 (16) 10 (20) 12 (24) 14 (28) 12 (24) 12 (24) 12 (24) 12 (24) 8 (16) 10 (20) 10 (20) 12 (24) 12 (24) 10 (20) 12 (24)

Material outfeed
Mechanical blower outfeed 

Hydraulic blower outfeed

Conveyor outfeed

Main drive
Standard diesel motor  MAN, Euro 6 MAN, Euro 6 MAN, Euro 6 MAN, Euro 6 Mercedes-Benz, 

OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 473 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

CAT C7.1, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Power (in kW/PS) 265/360 265/360 353/480 353/480 390/530 
324/440

390/530 
353/480

390/530 460/625 
353/480

205/280 360/490 360/490 390/530 390/530 460/625 460/625

CAT C18
Tier 2 – – – – – –

Power consumption approx. (kW) – – – – – – on request – – – – – – – –

Chassis
Number of axles 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 4 – – – – – – –

Top speed (km/h) 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 – – – – – – –

Weight (without crane)
Weight/basic design approx. (in kg) 20000 22000 >26000 >26800 31000 30500 16000 33100 10500 13000 13000 15000 1630 16500 19500

Permissible axle loading (in kg) 26000 26000 26000 26000 32000 32000 18000 35000 – – – – – – –

Permissible drawbar load (in kg) – – – – – – 2000 – – – – – – – –

Permissible overall weight (in kg) 26000 26000 26000 26000 32000 32000 20000 35000 – – – – – – –

Transport position dimensions
Length (mm) 7500 7500 7700 7700 9700 10000 8420 10560 6150 6925 6310 6350 5850 7440 7615

Width (mm) 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2470 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550

Height (mm) 3800 3950 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 2700 2200 2670 2700 2700 2850 2700 3000

Control system
easygreen

DIP

Sensotronic

Automatic overload control

Draw-in speed preselection

Cable remote control

15-channel radio remote control

Z-tronic
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All data is based on the basic machine version and should be considered as an approximation. 

 Included in standard machine delivery    Option, available at extra cost    Not available

Data comparison 
chipper

HEM 540 
R-Truck

HEM 561
R-Truck

HEM 583 
R-Truck/ 
R Cobra

HEM 593 
R-Truck/ 
R Cobra

HEM 583 
DL-Truck 

hybrid

HEM 583 
DQ-Truck 

hybrid

HEM 583 
DQ hybrid

HEM 821 DQ 
(-Truck/Cobra+)

hybrid

HEM 540 
DL

HEM 561 
DL

HEM 561 
DQ

HEM 583 
DL

HEM 583 
DQ

HEM 700
DL

HEM 821
DQ

Chipper truck Mobile chipper with 
hybrid technology

Mobile chipper with 
hybrid technology

Mobile chipper on 
HGV frame/hook lift

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood 
up to (in cm)  42 45 45 45 42 45 45 60 42 42 42 42 45 50 60

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 80 56 56 56 56 56 70 80

Throughput up to approx. (in lcm) 120 140 200 220 230 230 230 300 120 150 150 200 200 220 300

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790 1000 1200 1400 1200 1200 1200 1200 790 1000 1000 1200 1200 1000 1200

Draw-in height (mm) 650 650 680 680 680 680 680 820 650 650 650 680 680 700 820

Fragmentation unit
Drum diameter (mm) 820 820 820 820 820 820 820 1040 820 820 820 820 820 1040 1040

Number of blades,  
half-fitting (full) 8 (16) 10 (20) 12 (24) 14 (28) 12 (24) 12 (24) 12 (24) 12 (24) 8 (16) 10 (20) 10 (20) 12 (24) 12 (24) 10 (20) 12 (24)

Material outfeed
Mechanical blower outfeed 

Hydraulic blower outfeed

Conveyor outfeed

Main drive
Standard diesel motor  MAN, Euro 6 MAN, Euro 6 MAN, Euro 6 MAN, Euro 6 Mercedes-Benz, 

OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 473 LA, 
Emission cat. IV 
MAN, Euro 6

CAT C7.1, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Mercedes-Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emission cat. IV

Power (in kW/PS) 265/360 265/360 353/480 353/480 390/530 
324/440

390/530 
353/480

390/530 460/625 
353/480

205/280 360/490 360/490 390/530 390/530 460/625 460/625

CAT C18
Tier 2 – – – – – –

Power consumption approx. (kW) – – – – – – on request – – – – – – – –

Chassis
Number of axles 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 4 – – – – – – –

Top speed (km/h) 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 – – – – – – –

Weight (without crane)
Weight/basic design approx. (in kg) 20000 22000 >26000 >26800 31000 30500 16000 33100 10500 13000 13000 15000 1630 16500 19500

Permissible axle loading (in kg) 26000 26000 26000 26000 32000 32000 18000 35000 – – – – – – –

Permissible drawbar load (in kg) – – – – – – 2000 – – – – – – – –

Permissible overall weight (in kg) 26000 26000 26000 26000 32000 32000 20000 35000 – – – – – – –

Transport position dimensions
Length (mm) 7500 7500 7700 7700 9700 10000 8420 10560 6150 6925 6310 6350 5850 7440 7615

Width (mm) 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2470 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550

Height (mm) 3800 3950 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 2700 2200 2670 2700 2700 2850 2700 3000

Control system
easygreen

DIP

Sensotronic

Automatic overload control

Draw-in speed preselection

Cable remote control

15-channel radio remote control

Z-tronic
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Data comparison 
chipper

HEM 540 
ZA

HEM 540 
Z

HEM 561 
Z

HEM 583 
Z

HEM 593 
Z

HEM 820 
Z

HEM 540 
DL

HEM 561 
DL

HEM 561 
DQ

HEM 583 
DQ

HEM 700 
DL

HEM 821 
DQ

HEM 700 
DL

HEM 820 
DL

HEM 1000 
DXL

HEM 540 
DL

HEM 561 
DL

HEM 700 
DL

Power takeoff shaft-driven 
mobile chipper

Mobile chipper on 
centre-axle trailer

Mobile chipper on 
centre-axle trailer

Mobile chipper on 
semitrailer

Mobile chipper on 
caterpillar tracks

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood 
up to (in cm) 42 42 45 45 45 60 42 42 42 45 50 60 50 60 70 30 42 50

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56 56 56 56 56 80 56 56 56 56 70 80 70 80 100 42 56 70

Throughput up to approx. (in lcm) 100 120 120 200 220 260 120 150 150 200 220 300 220 300 360 100 150 220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790 790 1000 1200 1400 1200 790 1000 1000 1200 1000 1200 1000 1200 1200 790 1000 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 610 650 650 680 680 820 650 650 650 680 700 820 700 820 1000 650 650 700

Fragmentation unit
Drum diameter (mm) 820 820 820 820 820 1040 820 820 820 820 1040 1040 1040 1040 1450 820 820 1040

Number of blades, 
half-fitting (full) 8 (16) 8 (16) 10 (20) 12 (24) 14 (28) 12 (24) 8 (16) 10 (20) 10 (20) 12 (24) 10 (20) 12 (24) 10 (20) 12 (24) 12 (24) 8 (16) 10 (20) 10 (20)

Material outfeed
Mechanical blower outfeed

Hydraulic blower outfeed

Conveyor outfeed

Main drive
Standard diesel motor – – – – – – CAT C7.1, 

Emiss. cat. IV
Mercedes-
Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

CAT C18 
Tier 2

CAT C7.1, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Power (in kW/PS) – – – – – – 205/280 360/490 360/490 390/530 460/625 460/625 460/625 460/625 571/776 205/280 360/490 460/625

CAT C18
Tier 2 – – – – – – – –

Power consumption approx. (kW) 220 – 295 100 – 265 200 – 235 132 – 350 132 – 350 150 – 400 – – – – – – – – – – – –

Chassis
Number of axles – 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 – – –

Top speed (km/h) – 60 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 1 1 1

Weight (without crane)
Weight/basic design approx. (in kg) 5500 9500 11700 14500 15300 16000 13600 16000 13400 16000 17500 19500 18500 25500 31000 13500 18500 21700

Permissible axle loading (in kg) – 10000 14000 16000 18000 18000 16000 16000 16000 18000 20000 20000 18000 18000 24000 – – –

Permissible drawbar load (in kg) – 1000 1000 2700 1000 2500 1000 1000 1000 2000 1000 1000 10000 10000 8000 – – –

Permissible overall weight (in kg) – 11000 15000 18700 19000 20500 17000 17000 17000 20000 21000 21000 28000 28000 32000 – – –

Transport position dimensions
Length (mm) 2000 5070 5730 6540 6740 6720 7400 8700 8000 8300 7830 8700 10350 1080 11300 6150 6500 8300

Width (mm) 2900 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2470 2540 2800

Height (mm) 3900 3650 3750 3900 3900 4000 3600 3800 3660 3700 3850 4000 3900 4000 4000 2800 3400 3600

Control system
easygreen

DIP

Sensotronic

Automatic overload control

Draw-in speed preselection

Cable remote control

15-channel radio remote control

Z-tronic
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Data comparison 
chipper

All data is based on the basic machine version and should be considered as an approximation. 
 Included in standard machine delivery    Option, available at extra cost    Not available

HEM 540 
ZA

HEM 540 
Z

HEM 561 
Z

HEM 583 
Z

HEM 593 
Z

HEM 820 
Z

HEM 540 
DL

HEM 561 
DL

HEM 561 
DQ

HEM 583 
DQ

HEM 700 
DL

HEM 821 
DQ

HEM 700 
DL

HEM 820 
DL

HEM 1000 
DXL

HEM 540 
DL

HEM 561 
DL

HEM 700 
DL

Power takeoff shaft-driven 
mobile chipper

Mobile chipper on 
centre-axle trailer

Mobile chipper on 
centre-axle trailer

Mobile chipper on 
semitrailer

Mobile chipper on 
caterpillar tracks

Performance potential
Fragmentation of hardwood 
up to (in cm) 42 42 45 45 45 60 42 42 42 45 50 60 50 60 70 30 42 50

Fragmentation of softwood 
up to (in cm) 56 56 56 56 56 80 56 56 56 56 70 80 70 80 100 42 56 70

Throughput up to approx. (in lcm) 100 120 120 200 220 260 120 150 150 200 220 300 220 300 360 100 150 220

Draw-in opening
Draw-in width (mm) 790 790 1000 1200 1400 1200 790 1000 1000 1200 1000 1200 1000 1200 1200 790 1000 1000

Draw-in height (mm) 610 650 650 680 680 820 650 650 650 680 700 820 700 820 1000 650 650 700

Fragmentation unit
Drum diameter (mm) 820 820 820 820 820 1040 820 820 820 820 1040 1040 1040 1040 1450 820 820 1040

Number of blades, 
half-fitting (full) 8 (16) 8 (16) 10 (20) 12 (24) 14 (28) 12 (24) 8 (16) 10 (20) 10 (20) 12 (24) 10 (20) 12 (24) 10 (20) 12 (24) 12 (24) 8 (16) 10 (20) 10 (20)

Material outfeed
Mechanical blower outfeed

Hydraulic blower outfeed

Conveyor outfeed

Main drive
Standard diesel motor – – – – – – CAT C7.1, 

Emiss. cat. IV
Mercedes-
Benz, 
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

CAT C18 
Tier 2

CAT C7.1, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes-
Benz,  
OM 473 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Power (in kW/PS) – – – – – – 205/280 360/490 360/490 390/530 460/625 460/625 460/625 460/625 571/776 205/280 360/490 460/625

CAT C18
Tier 2 – – – – – – – –

Power consumption approx. (kW) 220 – 295 100 – 265 200 – 235 132 – 350 132 – 350 150 – 400 – – – – – – – – – – – –

Chassis
Number of axles – 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 – – –

Top speed (km/h) – 60 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 1 1 1

Weight (without crane)
Weight/basic design approx. (in kg) 5500 9500 11700 14500 15300 16000 13600 16000 13400 16000 17500 19500 18500 25500 31000 13500 18500 21700

Permissible axle loading (in kg) – 10000 14000 16000 18000 18000 16000 16000 16000 18000 20000 20000 18000 18000 24000 – – –

Permissible drawbar load (in kg) – 1000 1000 2700 1000 2500 1000 1000 1000 2000 1000 1000 10000 10000 8000 – – –

Permissible overall weight (in kg) – 11000 15000 18700 19000 20500 17000 17000 17000 20000 21000 21000 28000 28000 32000 – – –

Transport position dimensions
Length (mm) 2000 5070 5730 6540 6740 6720 7400 8700 8000 8300 7830 8700 10350 1080 11300 6150 6500 8300

Width (mm) 2900 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 2470 2540 2800

Height (mm) 3900 3650 3750 3900 3900 4000 3600 3800 3660 3700 3850 4000 3900 4000 4000 2800 3400 3600

Control system
easygreen

DIP

Sensotronic

Automatic overload control

Draw-in speed preselection

Cable remote control

15-channel radio remote control

Z-tronic
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Data comparison 
biomass processor

BA 725 
D

BA 915 
D

BA 725 
D

BA 725 
DXL

BA 965 
DXL

BA 725 
D

BA 965 
DXL

Biomass processor 
on centre-axle trailer

Biomass processor 
on semi-trailer

Biomass processor 
on caterpillar tracks

Performance potential
Throughput up to approx. (in lcm)

Garden waste 170 170 170 170 270 170 270

Bark 220 210 220 220 350 220 350

Scrap wood 110 – 110 110 170 110 170

Domestic waste – – – – 280 – 280

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1500 1500 1500 1500 1620 1500 1620

Intake height (mm) 820 900 820 820 960 820 960

Free loading length (mm) 4000 4500 4000 5000 6000 4000 6000

Bunker volume (m³) 6 7,5 6 8 10 6 10

Fragmentation unit
Rotor diameter (mm) 1040 1040 1040 1040 1120 1040 1120

Number of flails 38 38 38 38 42 38 42

Conveyor outfeed
Drop height from (mm) 3200 4500 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200

Main drive
Standard diesel motor Mercedes- 

Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes- 
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes- 
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

Mercedes- 
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

CAT C18  
Tier 2

Mercedes- 
Benz,  
OM 471 LA, 
Emiss. cat. IV

CAT C18 
Tier 2

Power (in kW/PS) 390/530 390/530 390/530 390/530 571/776 390/530 571/776

Chassis
Top speed (km/h) 80 80 80 80 80 1 1

Weight
Weight/basic design approx. (in kg) 20000 17600 20500 22600 26300 22800 29000

Permissible axle loading (in kg) 20000 18000 18000 18000 24000 – –

Permissible drawbar loading (in kg) 1000 1000 10000 10000 10000 – –

Permissible overall weight (in kg) 21000 19000 28000 28000 34000 – –

Transport position dimensions
Length (mm) 10900 10280 11960 10900 12990 9170 12650

Width (mm) 2550 2550 2550 2550 2550 3000 3000

Height (mm) 3970 3920 3990 3990 3990 3620 3790

Control system
easygreen

JES

VARIO-Flex

IBC

DIP

Sensotronic   

Automatic overload control

Draw-in speed preselection

15-channel radio remote control

IPS impact protection system

All data is based on the basic machine version and should be considered as an approximation. 
 Included in standard machine delivery    Option, available at extra cost    Not available
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Your benefits:

		repairs carried out by 

experienced JENZ fitters

		implementation of all 

important wear repairs

		exclusive use of JENZ original 

spare parts with guarantee

		interesting alternative 

to new machines

Repair categories:

   sale without conditioning

	 	machine works-inspected 

and ready for operation

	 	machine works-overhauled, 

ready for operation and in 

good condition

		machine generally over-

hauled, ready for operation 

and in good condition

Conditioning of 
used machines

Machine financing
		matching financing concept with precise calculation 

of costs, runtimes and instalment payments

Spare parts supply
		reliable supply of spare and wear parts over decades

		support on site using regularly-trained service specialists

Customer service
		descriptive operating manuals with extensive 

parts lists and diagrams for rapid self-help

		telephone hotline: service specialists on the telephone 

hotline support you with operating problems and repairs

		training of chipper drivers in cooperation with 

the Lower Saxony Forestry Training Centre

…and the other things we can offer
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Satisfied customers 
are the basis of our success

Always close at hand

Find the sales partners 
              for JENZ machines in your country
                                on www.jenz.de
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A valuable product:
energy for the future.
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JENZ GmbH
Maschinen- und Fahrzeugbau
Wegholmer Str. 14 | D-32469 Petershagen

Phone: +49 (0) 5704/9409-0

Fax: +49 (0) 5704/9409-47

E-Mail: info@jenz.de

www.jenz.de


